SPECIAL ORDER NO. 98
Series of 2002

In the interest of the service, the following POEA Officials and employees are hereby directed to attend the "Training on Effective Ways of Writing Press Release That Sells," on 13 and 14 March 2002 at the 5th floor Conference Room from 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 nn.:

1. Director Ricardo R. Casco
2. OIC Nimfa D. De Guzman
3. Nascel Gabito
4. Felicidad E. Aboga
5. Analiza Blas
6. Ma. Fe Mabini
7. Elizabeth O. Mancilla
8. Ramon Lamberto Pastrana
9. Rosario Tiu
10. Ma. Rita B. Marbella

03.11.2002

ROSALINDA DIMAPILIS-BALDOZ
Administrator